MATC 1101
Analytical Inquiry I
Assignment Sheet 2

Reading

• Read Chapter 2 on HTML (Pages 7-16).
• A nice summary of HTML tags is found at the web site:

  http://hotwired.lycos.com/webmonkey/reference/html_cheatsheet/

Exercise 2.

Create a web page using the HTML language that is similar to the one below. Include your own name, hometown, courses, and interests. Be sure to include HTML tags, title tags, head tags, and body tags. The heading at the top can be centered by placing it between the tags.

  <center>, </center>

The horizontal lines can be obtained with the <hr> tag. Please show your completed web page to Professor Cohen or by Tuesday, January 13, 2003.

Jane Smith  
Denver, CO

I am taking the following courses:
• MATC 1101, Analytical Inquiry I.
• PHIL 3160, Theories of Human Nature.
• ARTS 1035, Drawing I.
• HIST 3220, The American Political Economy.

I am also interested in the following:
• The planet Mars.
• The war in Iraq.
• Skiing and jogging.